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INTRODUCTION

1. The Tribunal met on May 24th to consider written evidence; on May

27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st and June 5th to hold oral hearings; and

on'June 5th to consider the Chairman's draft report.

2. A total of 73 people, including 38 participants in the demonstration

and 22 members of the Chemistry Department, gave evidence to the Tribunal in

one form or another. All except five submitted evidence in writing. During

the six days of oral hearings 41 people, including 24 demonstrators and 13

chemists, appeared before the TriQunal. Only two witnesses had to be

recalled a second time for short suppl&mentary qu~stions.

3. The choice of oral witnesses was dictated in some cases by the

prQminenc~ of the part which they played; in other cases by the detailed

nature of the recollection which they appeared frQm their written statements

to have of the events; and in other cases, and particularly towards the end

of the heari~gs, by the light which they might be able to throw on particular

incidents about which the; Tribunal was unclear. All those against whom

specific allegations of misconduct were made had the opportunity of making

oral comments.

4. We were extremely impressed by the readiness shown by all concerned

to co-operate with the Tribunal, by coming forward with evidence, ~ubmitting

thorough and detailed statements, and making themselves available for

qUestioning. We felt that there was a general confidence that the Tribunal

would do its work impartially, and a general desire to see the truth

established as nearly as possible. This eased our task considerably.

I

~

5, Although we did not think that anyone was deliberately intent on

misleading the Tribunal, it was clear from the start that there were three

important considerations which made it necess~ry to view the evidence with

caution. First, the central happening which we were investigating involved

some 150 people who were at times crowded together in scenes of considerable

confusion. It is inevitable in such circumstances that memories should be

at variance or mistaken or muddled. Happily the quantity of the evidence

waS socons~9:erable that" tb-e Tribunal was able by a process "qf '.piecing

together and cross-checking to construct an account which it believes to

be substantially accurate.

L-~,

6. Secondly, the witnesses to this happening were almost witho1;1t

exception emotionally involved in what WaS going on. A glance at a few

of the written accounts will immediately show how recollections have been

coloured by' 'witnesses' opinions of the rights and wrongs of the

=
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demonstration. Many of the apparent conflicts arising in the written

evidence were resolved in the oral hearings, in which many of the accounts

were toned down, and in which witnesses from both sides were able to say

that the conduct of the opposite faction was not as heinous as some of

their colleagues would:have us believe.

7. Thirdly, some of the most noteworthy incidents would obviously have

been discussed since May 7th among those involved, with the consequence that

witnesses may have believed that they were reporting what they saw, when in

fact they were reporting what they had heard in subsequent discussion.

Because of this we were not prepared to accept that a fact was the more in-

controvertibly established merely because it was reported by a greater

number of witnesses.

8. We have not attempted to lay down anyone standard of proof in

arriving at our conclusions. In an affair of this nature, some facts can

obviously be established with much greater certainty than others. We hope

that we have sufficiently indicated, either by stating a fact without

qualification, or by the use of words such as 'we think' or 'we are satisfied',

the degree of certainty with which our findings are made.

9. Throughout our sittings the help and support given by Robin Dixon

and his team of secretaries and printers was invaluable, The organisation
\

of the whole proceedings, under conditions of considerable pressure, deserves

the highest praise.

......
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THE EVENTS PRECEDING THE DEMONSTRATION

g

The Invitation to Dr. Inch

10. The initiative to invite a speaker from Port on Down was taken by the

student members of the Chemical Society, as part of a programme of three

lectures to be given by chemists working in research establishments o~her

than Universities. The first !nvitation was s~nt to Port on Down in Autumn

1967, asking for a speaker on chemical defence mechanisms.

11. In subsequent correspondence the Chemical Society s~ggested the title

('The Chemical and Biological Properties of Toxic Chemicals'), and Porton Down

suggested Dr. Inch as the lecturer. Various chemists in giving evidence

confirmed t~at this title is extremely wide in scope, all chemicals being toxic

and all having chemical and biological properties. It is wide~enough to cover

the use of chemicals for military purposes.

12. Dr. Inch informed us (ref. 57 p.2) that in answer to the Society's

request, he had come prepared to talk about the properties of selected classes

of chemicals such as organophosphates and atropine-like compounds. He had

previously informed the Chemical Society of this subject-matter, which,

according,to.Dr. Tillett, does not necessarily exclude matter of a

military significance. In beginning his lecture (before the arrival of the

demonstrators), Dr. Inch said that the title was misleading, connoting a vast

subject capable of being approached in many different ways.

13. The lecture was advertised in the University Newsletter, and by a

numbe:r of posters. On the posters (see ref. 35) the words 'v:tt;1ito;t'sareT

welcome' were prominent; in normal circumstances the object of this would

be to attract people from indust:ry and colleges who were notified. But as

Professor Bradley confirmed, any student would be entitled to attend.

Preparations for the Demonstration

14. Certain particular problems confronted us when, considering evidence

on this part of the story. In the first place, very little written evidence

was aVailable; witnesses concentrated almost exclusively on the demonstration

itself. We were, however, able to hear very full accounts of the planning

from oral witnesses, and we issued a statement ;inviting further written
I

contributions from anyone who felt that they could pelp us. Secondly, the

fact that only the demonstrators were in a position to tell us about the

preparations deprived us of the opportunity to cross-check their evidence

by reference to impartial or hostile sources (cf pax:agraphs 5and6above).~



Lastly, the demonstrators were unwilling on principle to reveal the names of

any of their colleagues. We accept that this was done not in order to conceal

the truth but out of a conviction that it was up to each individual to come

fQrward and testify as to the part which he played.

a

15. Because of these considerations our account of the planning of the

demonstration must be somewhat more vague, and should be approached with more

caution, than our account of the demonstration itself. Having said that,

however, we should.add that we found no reason to disbelieve what was said,

and we find the account presented to us entirely credible.

16. The announcement in the Newsletter first came to the notice of

witnesses on Thursday May 2nd. The news must have been passed round by word

of mouth and the intention must have formed in the minds of a number of

people that a protest of some kind was necessary. Mr. Archard on his own

initiative began to do some reading about Chemical and Biological Warfare

(CBW); he already had material on the subject available at his home.

17. On the Friday the first of several informal discussions as to the form

of the demonstration took place. These discussions were renewed each day from

the Friday until the following Monday, and before considering the content we

will describe what we conceive to have been their general nature.

18. It is absolutely clear that there were never any formal meetings

announced in advance for a stipulated time, or organised by a few ingividuals.

What happened rather was that a group of people, having a common aim which

tpey had made known 'to each other beforehand, came together informally to

thrash out in discussion the ways in which that aim mig~t be achieved. The

numbers present are difficult to estimate. Mr. Archard mentions a meeting on

Friday at which twelve were present. Mr. Rogers and Miss Steel remember a

discussion (on Saturday or Sunday in one of the Union offices) in which as

many as 30 people Were involved. Mr. Houghton was present with eight or more

in the Towers on Monday. As the discussions progressed some people would be

coming in and others leaving from time to time.

19. We are unable to identify, and we do not think there existed, anyone t;;;...

or small number of individuals who could be described as leaders. It seems

that there must have been a nucleus of perhaps a dozen who were most frequently

involved in the discussions already described, and about 20 or 30 others who

participated from time to time. Some of these were oQviously more vocal than

others. But decisions were reached by the consensus of those present rather

than by the dictat of particular dominant personalities.

20. Outside these discussions one can discern a variety of means by which

peqple became aware of and identified with the proposed demonstration. Some



.
had been talking over the possible ways of demonstrating independently of the

others and having heard of the central plan assented to it; in this respect

one witness spoke of three loosely defined groups. Others had been talking

about a protest from the beginning but for some reason such as being absent

over the weekend did not participate in the discussions. A third and very

substantial group were only informed of the plan on the Monday or Tuesday,

being as it were recruited by those already in the know. It is impossible to

reconstruct the process of communication in any further detail; clearly those

interested participated in innumerable conversations between Thursday and the

Tuesday of the demonstration. Because of this diffuse and complex process of

discussion, and because of the reluctance of witnesses to mention names, we

find it quite impossible to establish any kind of list of people who were

involved in any particular discussion or conversation.

21. The object of the demonstration was to attract public attention, inside

and outside the campus, to the issues rai~ed by CBW research and the work of

Porto~ Down. One witness described it as being (or being then) 9a non-issue

in this country and elsewhere which should in some way or other be made an

issue firstly on this campus, and secondly outside the campus if possible';

and emphasised that no attempt had previously been made to raise the issue

~nside the University. Quite how the aim of publicity outside the University

wpuld be achieved was not discussed at any length; (no journalists were invited

from outside the University); but the desire for it certainly influenced the

decision as to the form of the protest.

22. It was essentially the fact that Dr. Inch was a scientist working at

Parton Down which made people feel that a protest was necessary. Some witnesses

said that they would have demonstrated against Dr. Inch whatever the title of

his talk; others considered that any work done at Port on Down must have military

significance; others still felt that the word 'toxic' in the title might mean

that the lecture would have direct relevance to CBW. It would appear that

little or no effort was made to discover from the Chemistry Department what in

fact Dr. Inch was planning to talk about.

~
23. In view of the remarks attributed to them in the Press, and of the

interpretation which might be put on them, we thought it right to ask Lord

Butler and Lord Alport to submit any evidence which they might have to support

the contention that outside agencies had been instrumental in bringing about

this demonstration. Lord Butler stated frankly (ref. 52) that he had none,

and indeed had not intended to refer to Essex. Lord Alport, while apparently

mistaking the reasons for our request (ref. 63), has not offered any evidence

of this kind.

~



Th~ Plans Made
.

24. The central feature of the plan was the reading of the indictment. The

idea was mooted at an early stage, probably on the Friday. On the following

days Mr. Archard did further research in the Library, and it was he who drafted

both the indictment itself (ref. 4) and the leaflet (ref. 35) which was to be

distributed after the demonstration. Mr. Archard told us that other people were

shown the draft indictment and assisted with their comments. Mr. Triesman for

his own enlightenment read some of the material used by Mr. Archard.

25. The indictment was to be read by certain designated people (~ee para.

33 below) ~nd further copies were tQ be circulated to others who were to take

over if a reader was in any way prevented from continuing. It was to be read

at the beginning, as soon as Dr. Inch began to speak, and not at the end in

any time allotted for questions. This was a clear decision, taken to ensure

maximum impact for the demonstration, which would suffer if Dr. Inch were to

leave having successfully completed his talk. Another factor in this decis~on

was that a technical lecture to chemists would be of no interest to the

assembled demonstrators. Finally it was to be read through to the end in

spite of any attempts to heckle, restore order, suppress speakers, or resume

the scheduled talk.

26. Before the plan to read the indictment was firmly settled, certain

alternatives were raised in discussion and discarded. The idea of breaking

up the meeting violently, for example, by assembling outside the Lecture

T4eatre Block and going in en masse, was rejected, and demonstrators were to

attend the meeting in the normal way as members of the University entitled

to do so. It was firmly decided in fact that there should be no violence in

the sense of physical assault or molestation of th~ lecturer.

such violence was to be restrained.

Anyone who used

~.

27. Beyond the planning of the indictment reading there appears to have

been little discussion of what would be done ~n the event of the various

likely contingencies. It was generally accepted by those who told us of the

plans that if the reading was completed Dr. Inch would be asked questions on

it and be given the opportunity to reply; and in fact Mr. Triesman made this
.-

point before starting the indictment on May 7th. In the event of Dr. Inch

leaving - and one witness said that it was implicitly assumed, at least by

him, that Dr. Inch would try to leave - then there does not seem to have been

a well-formulated plan. Four witnesses said that the point was raised, and

it was agreed not to prevent his departure but to follow him wherever he went,

shouting slogans, and to renew the reading if the Chemistry Department

attempted to restart the meeting elsewhere. Other witnesses, however, said

that no plans at all were made for this eventuality. In general it is clear

that those involved in the planning were much more concerned with the method



of protest to be used than with following through the possible sequenoe of

events.

28. We asked nearly all the demonstrators who gave oral evidence whether

it was envisaged that Dr. Inch would be able to give his lecture as planned

at the end of the demonstration. The answer in every case was that the question

was simply not discussed at any time. We are satisfied, however, that so far

as those involved in the discussions were concerned, the object of the demonstra-

tion was not to interrupt or delay the scheduled progr~mme, but to divert it

into a different channel: that there should not be an academic talk but a

dialogue or confrontation on the ethics of CBW. If this was not consciously

willed, it was certainly the most probable outcome.

~9. In support of this conclusion we would mention first:

(a) The evidence of some of the demonstrators themselves. Mr. Archard

was asked whether it was his intention to prevent Pr. Inch giving his planned

lecture, and answered "Yes, as the plan was laid out - certainly. Given the

aims of the demonstration this was indeed the case. Dr. Inch was not to

deliver his lecture." Mr. Triesman stated that the proceedings might be

tlresumed in a different form. I don't think that proceedings in a meeting of

any kind are so determined that they may not be altered." Mr. Gonzales and

Mr. ~atchett agreed that the intention w~~ to divert the discussion into a

different area, i.e. the moral implications of germ warfare.

(b) Mr. Triesman's statement before he began reading the indictment is

. reported by many witnesses as containing words to the effect that Dr. Inch

would not be allowed, or would be prevented or stopped from giving his lecture.

Mr. Triesman, although using the word 'interrupt' in his wri~~n evidence

.(ref. 4~), conceded that he might have used the words attributed to him.

(c) The leaflet (ref. 35) prepared before the demonstration and

.circulated;immediatelyafterwards, begins "Today... Dr. Inch... was invited

to speak to the Chemical Society on 'Chemical and Biological Properties of

Toxic Chemicals'. .He was prevented from do~ng so by a student demonstration".

(d) The indictment would have taken about 15 minutes to read in full.

~
Dr~ Inch would then have been expected to reply to the indictment and answer

questions. This would most probably have occupied the scheduled durat;ion of

Dr. Inch's l~cture.

........

30. It is fair to say' that mliny of those who were informed 'of the plans

after they Were made may genuinely have befieved that the lecture would be

delayed rather than frustrated. The message to such people seems to have

been to the effect that an indictment would be read and qUestions posed, and

that the demonstration would be non-violent. Since what would happen next

was not discussed as a centrliiJ,lissue, nothing further was communicated.

..



31. Various points about which we asked questions appeared pot to have been

copsidered in the planning discussions. These were the possibility of consulting

the Chemistry Department: the likelihood of disciplinary action; and the

possibility of the police being called. Our evidence may be incomplete on

these points, but from the answers given by those witnesses with whom we raised

them they did not come into the discussion. One witness mentioned that the

Dean of Students' circular of 4th March 1968 was referred to, but it does not

seem to have been a major issue in the planning.

32. One further point which was agreed was that word of the demonstration

would be spread around by those involved in the planning, but that those informed

in this way should not pass the information on. This was to guard against the

possibility that the lecture would be cancelled.

33. On the Monday or Tuesday the indictment was completed and about 20

copies circulated. The names of the five people to read it were chosen, and

each was given a passage. Each of the five (Mr. Triesman, Miss Mendleson,

Mr. Rogers, Mr. Archard, and Mr. Gonzales) gave evidence to us. Each of them

was among those participating in the ~eekend's discussions, but apart from

this there is nothing to suggest that they were more especially involved.

Certainly other copies of the indictment had been given to witnesses who had

not been present at the discussions.

~

Precautions take~ a~ainst the Demonstrators

34. Rumours that a demonstration against Dr. Inch's lecture had been

p~annedhad reached the administrative and Chemistry Department staff on

Monday May 6th. No-one knew how many were intending to take part or how

extreme a form it would take. Various plans were made to deal with it.

35. Professor Bradley asked Dr. Tillett to take the chair in place of a

graduate student, and asked as many members of the staff as possible to

attend. He also gave instructions that demonstrators should not be refused

admission to the lecture theatre or otherwise provoked.

i

--

36. On the morning of May 7th Dr. Tillett had a discussion with Mr. Wyatt,

during which the decision was taken - probably at the suggestion of Dr. Tillett -

to change the venue of the lecture from LTB 2 to Wivenhoe House. One reason

for this was that it would be easier to extricate the lecturer in the event of

trouble. It was moreover a feasible proposition as all the chemists likely to

attend could easily be contacted. But Dr. Tillett has very frankly conceded

that he hoped also to put the demonstrators off the scent. It is evident that

Mr. Wyatt shared this hope, since at 3.00 p.m. he went to LTB 2 and set up the

room as a lecture was to take place. Dr. Tillett asked Dr. Bowden to delay
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passing the message around until 3.45 p.m. and himself delayed calling

Professor Gordon in the Valley until the same time.

37. Professor Gordon had the impression that there was at one stage a plan

also to change the time of the lecture from 4.30 to 4.00. There is no other

evidence of this, and we consider that he must have been in error. His

secretary (ref. 55) states that the message from Dr. Tillett concerned the

change of venue, which she was to keep as quiet as possible.

38. Dr. Bowden was clearly anxious about what might happen. He asked

second-year students to come and see him at 3.45 p.m., and when they came told

, them to congregate again at about 4.15 pom. to hear where the lecture was to

be. We think he was prompted partly by the desire to get the lecture at least

begun in peace, and partly by the knowledge that two of his students were likely

to leak the news to the dem~nstrators.

39. Dr. Tillett had decided also that demonstrators should not be prevented

from entering, and that it would not be necessary to alert the police. However,

independently of Dr. Tillett, Professor Maclntyre had asked Mr.. Li~l~y to

inform the police that trouble might occur, so that they could be ready to come

quickly if needed. Professor Maclntyre told Mr. Lilley that he himself"would

not be able to be present at the lecture, and left it to Mr. Lilley's discretion

to make arrangements for the police to be called in the event of the situation

getting out of control. Mr. Lilley informed the police accordingly.

40. We were s~mewhat mystified by a statement by Mr. White that he had

seen a police car in Square 5 before the demonstration started, at a time

which mpst have been about 4.30 p.m. Nobody else saw this car, although
,,'

Mr. Marks, the porter on duty, saw and Mr. Goodchild photographed another

police car which drove into Square 5 and out again to Wivenhoe House at about

4.50 p.m. From the evidence it is clear that two different cars are involved.

The second one came as a result of Mr. Wyatt's call (se~ paragraph 79 below).

As to the first, we can only imagine that police officers, krio~ing that trouble

might occur, looked in to see if anything was happening and then left. At the

time of writing this report the police, although invited to make a statement to

us, have not done so.
~



THE DEMONSTRATION

Arrival af the Demanstratars

41. The demanstratars were in the v~ley ,preparing to. go to.LTB 2 8.I}.ddid

nat hear af the changed venue until around 4.15. The leak presumably came

fram Mr. Carrigan and Miss Plawman (see ref. 34, p.2). They made their way,

mare ar less in a bady, up to.the Hause.

42. It was alleged by Mr. Maules (ref. 29) that same demanstratars were

seen to.pick up stanes.' Stanes were later faund when theCammittee~om was

being cleared. Mr. Archard admits to.having an an impulse picked up two. stones,

which he later thought better af having and placed an the Cammittee Raam floor.

No. ather evidence was forthcaming aba~t these stanes. We accept Mr. Archard's

accaunt, and are unable to. say whether anyane e~se went thraugh the same mations

af callecting and depasiting stanes. Certainly the use af stanes for any

purpase was whally alien to the nature of the demanstratian as planned.

43. A large nUmber of demanstrato.rs arrived in the televisian room to. find

Mr. Davis and Dr. Bawden standing by the daars into. the Cammittee Raom,

apparently intent an denying them access. Their impending arrival had already

been naticed thraugh the windowso£the Cammittee Raam as they were caming over
. .

from the Valley.

44. It is clear that the number af the demanstratars.far e~eededanything

that Dr. Bowden or anyone else had anticipated. His reaction was to.try and

prevent them fram coming in. He asked them if they were members af the

Chemical.Saciety, and said that this was' a Chemistry Pepartmen~ meeting. The-ir

reply was that they were' members of the University and entitled to..be present

at a University Sacietylecture. $ame affered to. jain the Chemical Society.

During this time Mr. Davis remained silent. by the daar and the daor reUUi!.ined

closed.

45. Inside th~ Committee Room Dr. Tillett had intraduced Dr. Inch, wh~

said a few sentences (see paragraph 12 above). There were abaut 30 students

and staff af the Chemistry Department present,and a few seat~ to.spar.e.

Lt6. At this pOint same af the demon~trawrs had faund that they cauld get

in by the side daor, and Dr. Inch stopped speaking. Dr. B6wden came through

the CammitteeRaam and up to. the side daar. He again aSked the visitars

wh~ther they were members of the Chemistry Department, and added that the

lecture had'been cancelled dawn the Valley. The~e remarks having no. effect,

he asked visitars to remember. that they were guestsaf the Chemistry Department.

L- ~



47. It i~ allegedby M:ro Houghton that Dr. Tillett said when the demonstrators

arrived that thi~ w~s not the Inch lecture, and that the Inch lecture was off.

We are satisfied that he did not say this. We have heard a tape recording of

this part of the story (ref. 78), and consider that Mr. Houghton's recolleotion

must stem from Dr. Bowdents statement about the lecture being.oancelled.

48. The same tape reoording helps to establish that for at least three

minutes demonstrators fi~ed in through the side door in almost oomplete silenoe.

During this time Dr. Greenslade asked Mr. Halberstadt to put out his oigarette.
. .

Mr.: Halberstadt did not do so and when asked by Dr. Greenslade gave his name.

49. Dr. Tillett was standing at the door with Dr. Bowden. He. made one

attempt to question a visitor as to whether he was a member of the Chemical

Society, but having been brushed. aside. allowed the, crowd to file in. His main

COncern w~s that the rOom should not become too full, and towards the end-he

att$mpted: to eut off the flow of demonstrator~,. put his. hand across tl1e d00r

and attempted to shut it. There we.re 'calls from those inside that there was

plenty of room, an~ in any case Dr. Tillett had divided a party from Maldon

Grammar School. So the doors were re-opened. The demonstrators filed round

the sides of. the room and sat down in the aisle. A number of latecomers were

standing in the doorway and back inside the bar by. the time the prooeedings

restarted. Towards the end Mr. Mussel~hite% the Wyvern photographer, arrived,

an9- ther,e was a minor alteroation between him and Dr. Bowden, the latter

.arguing that the. room was full. and the former insisting on coming in.

was an excha~ge of pus~es between them.

There

50. Estimates as to the number of demonstrators varied. We find that there

were 100-120 altogether; 80 to 100 were inside the room, and more were crowded

around the doorway.

The Demonstration in the Meetin!, Room

~
-~

51. Dr. Tillett re-introduced Dr. Inch, but before he could begin

Mr. Triesman started to speak. He had earlier that day. volunteered to go

first, others apparently being reluctant to do so. He introduced the indiotment

by a statement to the effect that the demonstrators were not allowing Dr.Ineh

to give his leoture; that after the manner of the War Crimes Tribunal they would

read an. indictment; and that Dr. Inehwould have the opportunity of replying.

He read ,a passage, and was succeeded by Miss Mendleson, who in turn was followed

by Mr. Rogers. The indictment was heard in virtual silence, except for a few

protests by Chemists, and retaliatory cries by demonstrators. The reading

continued for at least 5 minutes.

'--



52. At the front of the room conversat~ons ~ook place among the Chemistry

staff and Dr. Inch. Apologies were offered to Dr. Inch by Dr. Tillett and

.Professor Gordon. Dr. Inch suggested waiti,ng for five minu~es to see if he

would be allowed to continue. After that time had elapseg he began to collect

his papers and suggested going. The Chemistry staff felt that:.there was no

chance of holding the planned lecture, and agreed to this move. No attempt

was made to suppress the reading or ,to re~ume the planned lecture.

53. The news of Dr. Inch's decision to leave was announced to the meeting

by Mr. Houghton, who was up at the fr.ant listening to the chemists' conversation

and attempting to talk to Dr. Inch. Several witnesses have said that Dr. Tillett

made the announcement, but his own evidence that he wanted to slip out with

Dr. Inch unobserved seems more probable. ~~ this time Mr. Rogers h~~ just taken

over the reading.

54. For some time - one to two minute~ ~ Dr. Inch was unable_to getout of

the Committee Room. We have already noted that a substa,ntial-crowd were standing"

in and around the side doorway. We ~ave no doubt that the reaction of this crowd

to the news of Dr. Inch's departure was to try and prevent it. There were shouts

of 'no he doesn't' and 'stop ~ch' when the departure was announced. Dr. Inch

,would in any case have had to push through the crowd in order to get through the

door; in fact the crowd bunched together,. those ~h:tnd~pu8bing~,-tho'S'~pinfront~

",and';1iisi~tial move to -depart was':-:trustrated.

55. Dr. Tillett managed at an early s'Gageto squeeze through and sought the

he;Lp of Mr. D~vis. Mr. ',Daviswent to get Mr. Wyatt and the two of them arrived

in the doorway. There followed a scene of some confusion, the exact details of

which are impossible to 'establish. Members of the Chemistry Department from

inside, and Mr. Davis and Mr. Wyatt from the outside,triedto'reach Dr. Inch

and clear a path for him. The demonstrators obstruoted them, more by standing

in the .way and pushing than by direot manhandling. We do not think that at

this stage t~y were intent on preventing his departure at all costs; he would

oth~rwise have taken much longer .to get out. One or two sat down in the doorway,

but thi,stactic did not catcJ:J.on and Nobably they got up soon after. Eventually

Dr. Inch managed to squeeze out.

56. When the :t~st move of Dr. Inch to leave was made Mr.'Archardwent

straight up to the front, stood behind D.r. Inch, and emptied a t1n of mustard

powder over his back ana shoulders, shouting 'mustard gas' as'he did so. Some

of the powder went over Dr. Bowden and Dr. Ti,llett. Mr. Archard was asked for

his :name, w.hich he gave; and Professor Gordon wrote it down. We accept that

Mr. Archard took this action of J:J.isowuinitiative, and not as a result of any

plan discussed with others. He had bought two small tins of powder, the second

of which he tried to empty over Dr. Inch (though in fact it fell over Mr. D~vis

~.- ~



and some policemen) as Dr. Inch was later being escorted from the lobby.

57. An allegation was made by Mr.Wyatt that he wa.rded off an attempted

assault by Mr. Halberstadt on Mr. Davis, when the latter was trying to reach

Dr. Inch and extricate him from the meeting room. Mr.Wyatt told us that the

blow would have landed on Mr. Davis' chin. The incident was not seen by

Mr. Davis, and the allegation was denied by Mr. Halberstadt. Although Mr. Wyatt

no doubt believed that such an assault was threatened (indeed Mr. Halberstadt

fecalls that Mr. Wyatt raised his finger as if to reprimand him) we think it
. , 'I

more likely that he. was mistaken. Both at this time and later on in the ~obby,

the demonstrators were intent on being obstructive but not aggressive. It would

be very easy in the confusion to mistake a push or even an innocent gesture for

an att~mpted blow.

58. After Dr. Inch's departure ther~.was a rush to follow h~. Chemists

were anxious to protect him, demonstrators to catch him up. The projection

screen standing by the door was ~nocked against the wall. Demonstrators began

chanting slogans - 'Close Porton Down' and 'Keep Science Clean' - and continued

to do so until Dr. Inch reached the lobby. These slogans had been composed in

advance (see paragraph 27 above).

59. In the rush to get out of the door two particular incidents ocourred.

The first involved Dr. Bowden and Mr. Thomas. There was a conflict of evidence

as.to whether Dr. Bowden was try-ing to prevent or obstruct Mr. Thomas from

leaving, or vice versa. We think it more probablw that Dr. Bowden's predominant

concern was to get to Dr. Inch's side. He had accompanied Dr. Inch during the

afternoon, and felt a personal responsibility for his safety. Rather than
\

trYing to hold back the demonstrators he ~ouldhave made straigh~~~~r the door.

In doing this, we think that he was obstructed or restrained or in some way

impeded by Mr. Thomas.

~

60. A short struggle ensued, d~ing which Mr. Thomas' glasses c~e off.
. , .

It was stated by Mr. Thomas that Dr. Bowden deliberately grabbed the glasses

from his face. Dr. Bowden denies this, but says that he may well in the

melee have pushed at Mr. Thomas' face. We think that Dr. Bowden's account. I

is the more probablr' and that the glasses fell 9f£'accidentally. We think

that the glasses fell to the floor, as stated by Dr. Bowden and Mr. Joscelyne,

and were picked up by Dr. Bowden. At all events Dr. Bowden had the glasses

at one time in his hand, and a further allegation is made by Mr. Thomas and

Miss Fullerton that he crushed or screwed them up in his palm. To determine

the truth, of this allegation we must consider the evidence as to the damage

done to the glasses in great~rdetail.

L-

61. The allegation that Dr. Bowden damaged the glasses either accidentally

or deliberately at this time is based on the fact that ~ccording to Mr.,Wyatt



(ref. 75) and Mr. Thomas they were bent at the bridge, so that 'the lenses were

facing toward,s each other, at'the time when Mr. Thomas collected them fpOJll

Mr'. Wyatt in, the valley on the following mornng. Others sawthelll'l intMs

qonditionshol'tly afterwards. The glasses were not seen to be damaged befere

then, and the oauseOf the damage is inferred by those making the allegation

from 'the crushing movement desoribed above. Against this Dr. Bowdenstates

positively that he did not damage the glasses, and his evidence is supported

by Mr. Wiggins, Mr. Joseelyne, and by eleven others (ref. 73) who state that

the glasses 'appeared to be intact and were not bent pap~liel (with the lenses

faoing eaoh other)' at the time that Dr. Bowden handed them in at the porters'

desk at Wivenhoe House. However, being further questioned some of these

witnesses told us that the glasses were slightly bent. We think on the

balance of probabilities that the glasses suffered some slight damage and

were bent off centre in the course of the struggle w,ith Mr. Thomas. Indeed,

in oral evidence Dr. Bowden conceded that this could have been the case. We

are s~tisfiedthat this did not arise out of any deliberate aotion on hi~ part.

At some stage between their being handed in by Dr. Bowden ana.. being coU~cted

by Mr. Thomas the glasses, which are of a kind whioh bend easily, were furlher

bent. The apparent difference in their condition when handed in and when

collectedmay only involve an angle of some 45 degrees and although we oannot

state :\low the further bending occurred it may have been quite accidental.

62. The seoond incident at this time :involved Mr. Reeve, Mr. Shawand

Dr. Stephens. Mr.Shaw states the struggle began because Mr. Reevehati ~d

him mildly and was about 'to kick him. Dr. Stephens said that Mr. Reeve was

behaving in a highly excitable way and needed to be restrained. We accept

Dr. Stephens' eVidenoe, thoughwe,cannot be sure that Mr. Shaw's description
I

of Mr. Reeve's actfonsief exact in its details. Mr. Shaw caught hold of

Mr. Reeve; Mr. Reeve struggled hard against Mr. Shaw, and Dr. Stephe:ns held

Mr. Reeve from behind. No blows were exchanged, and after a whUe Mr. Reeve

calmed down. ' Pr. Stephens released him, and Mr. Carrigan led him away.

The Scene in the Lobbl

63. As Dr. Inoh was being extricated from the Committee Room, a number of

the demonstrators exited by the double doors at the back'ofthe room and

intercepted Dr. Inch aB he was cou4ng through the Bar. Among the first to

arrive from the back of the room were Mr. Hatohett, Mr. Bentley, and Mr. Rogers.

Among,those closely f011c;>wing Dr. Inch were Mr. Davis, Dr. Greenslade, and

Dr. Roberts.

10..

64. Mr. Hatchett attempted to stand in Dr. Inch' El path, and was, ]}..-

asid. by one of the party with him. Mr. Rogers was also pushed aside by



Dr. Inch himself~ All the above-named people then filed along the short

corridor by the ki'tchen stairs, with Dr. Il'lchin front and Mr.,.Rogers and

Mr. Bentl,ey following. In the group be~ind there was a short'al.t~~ation

bet~eel'lDr. Greenslade and Mr. Halberstadt, Mr. Halberstadt telling

Dr. Greenslade to keep out of his way.

65. The intention of Dr. Inch and those who had escorted him out of the

Committee Room was obviously to get him out of the building. Mr. Davis ailned

to take him down the stairs and out by the porters' desk. This did not happen.

Dr. Inch ended up penned in the corner of the lobby by the garden door. We

were concerned to discover exactly b,ow this came about.

66. First there was a delay of around 20-30 seconds when Dr. Inch reached

th~ foot of the main staircase leading up to the upper f1.oor. He stopped,

perhaps being unsure where to go, and was ~mmediately addressed by Mr. Rogers

and Mr. Bentley. A short exchange ensued, mainly between Mr.BGg~rsand

Dr. Inch. Mr. Rogers remembers asking him why he misused science and Dr. Inch

asking him for.his name.

67. While this was going on the crowd b~hind pressed forward and around

intQ the 1,0bby. Mr. Davis became separated from Dr. Inch. By t~,htb'1e:that

Dr. ~nch passed into the lobby, ~ith Dr. Roberts now at his side, quite a

number of demonstrators were already there, and the way through was not c~ear.

Dr. Inch edged along by the notice board and filing cabinet, seeking a way

round by the garden door.

68. Mr. Rogers, 'Mr. Bentl~y, and others who directly followed Dr. Inch

into the lObby, saw 'him standing by the wall and not knowing where to proceed

f~rther. Behind them more people were coming in. At this point the five who

were nearest - Mr. Rogers, Mr. Bentley, Mr. Hatchett, Mr. Thomas, and Mr. White -

linked arms and formed a cordon encircling Dr. Inch, and for a time Dr. Roberts,

in the corner.

~

69. We have reconstructed this part of the story as nearly as possible.

Although the demonstrators were intent on detaining Dr. Inch as he left and

asking him questions, the chance to surround him in this way came quite

fortuitously. We are certain that Dr. Inch was not deliberate1.Y pushed into
. . .

the corner, nor was he physically molested in any way. One witness thought

th~t he made attempts to escape from the corner and was pushed back. This

was not the case. In his evidence he does not complain of any deliberate

molestation; Dr. Roberts did not see any actio~s of that kind: and we consider

that Dr. Inch, seeing that further progress was impossible, resigned himself

to the situation and remained where he was.

.....



70. Dr. Inch remained in the corner for 10-15 minutes, with::~~hefront

cordon stand:i.ng3-4 feet away from him. The rest of the roomJN'~~:f'¥ll of

people - we estimate 30-40 - and other demonstrators filled theoorridor
';k\J

beh:i,ndand the centre hallway. His manner was composed; he l1fm$elf did not

feel partic\,llarly intimidated, though he states that the situation was such

as might have frightened a more nervous individual. Though subj~cted to

verbal attack of various kinds, he was not physically threatened or molested.

71. When the demo;nstrators first entered the lobby the slogans (see

paragraph 58 above) were still being chanted. Quite soon the shouting was

quietened, at the instigation of Mr. Archard and others, and the reading of

the indictment was completed by Mr. Archard and Mr. Gonzales and perhaps one

or two others. This must have taken between five and ten minutes.

7~. There followed for around five m:i.nutesa perigd of ques~:i.onand answer

between Dr. Inch and the demonstrators. Several people remember his saying

'You've had your say, now let me have mine', a;nd beginning with a quotation

from John Wesley about reason and prejud;ice. His answers were ~t times inter-

ruptedby demonstrators eager to put further questions, and at times greeted

by noisY reactions from the crowd (an answer to the effect that CBW agents had

been sold to America because Port on Down had to raise funds was particularly

recalled in this context). But subject to these interjections, and to the fact

that the tone of the questioning was hostile (with some cries of 'murderer' and

perhaps other terms of abuse), Dr. Inch was allowed to have his say, and his

replies were aud,ible to most of the crowd.

73. During this period efforts made ~y some of the Chemistry staff to get

through to Dr. Inch were thwarted by demonstrators. Dr. Tillettc./s.tatesthat

he tried to get through alongside the garden door and was blocked: this is

confirmed by Mr. Bentley's evidence (ref. 46 page 3) that a member of the

staff tried to open the door but someone sat on the handle and said he could

not open it. On the other hand Professor Gordon, probab~y because he showed

~n\.lsualrestraint and composure, ~as allowed to make his way through the crowd.

~

74. We considered Dr. Bowden's statement (ref. 36 page 5)tnat at this

stage Mr. Halberstadt and Mr. Gonzales were particularly evident in manhandling

and abusing Dr. Inch. In oral evidence Dr. Bowden very fa:i.rlyconceded that in

such incidents one tends to remember individ\,lals fOr odd reasons, and he could

not say with certainty that this singling out of these two was justified. His

recollection was that these two were in the inner cordon and that the inner

......

cordon as a whole were behaving in a similarly aggressive way. From other

witnesses, however, we have heafd, and are satisfied, that there' was no

'manhandling' of Dr. Inch; that the front cordon was not more o,r less ill-

behaved than the others; and that these two were not in fact in the front

cordon. (Mr. Halberstadt was just behind and Mr. Gonzales further back.)
..



We think therefore that Dr. Bowden was mistaken in his written statement.

~. Towards the end of the question and answer period Professor Gordon

suggest~d returning to the Committee Room and carrying on the dialogue in

greater comfort. He states that the suggestion was met with cries of 'no'

and 'you stopped the meeting'; while the evidence of several demonstrators

was that the reaction to the idea was favourable. Probably both reactions

were expressed; but at all events any action to implement the suggestion was

in fact precluded by the arrival of the police soon after.

The Callins. of the Police

76. We return a little in time to trace the summoning and subsequent

arrival of the police. We were faced with a serious conflict of evidenbe

as to when exactly the decision to call them was first taken. Dr. Tillett

thought that he followed Dro Inch from the meeting room to the lobby~ saw

him penned in, and at that point decided that the police must be called.

In particular he was sure that the decision was taken after Dr. Inch left

the Committee Room. Mr. Davis and Mr. Wyatt were equally positive that

Dr. Tillett made the decision while he and Dr. Inch were still in the

Committee Room.

77. We have come to the conclusion that the evidence of Mr. Davis and

Mr. Wyatt is right. Dr. Tillett, whom we questioned twice on this point,

and who answered most fairly, remembered nothing about his journey from the

Committee Room door to the lobbyo We think that had he been in the vicinity

of Dr. Inch he would have recalled some of the incidents which occurred; and

furthermore nobody observed Dr. Tillett among the group following Dr. Inch

down the corridor. But more important than this, the theory that the police

were called after Dr. Inch had reached the lobby could not be reconciled with

the evidence of Miss Steel. Miss Steel was among the first to leave the

.

Committee Room by the back doors, and passed close to Dr. Inch as he went

through the Bar. But instead of following him, she ran down the kitchen

stairs and out through the kitchen door. She expected to see Dr. Inch emerge

from the building, but seeing no-one went straight in again through the main

entrance. As she passed the porters' desk she heard Mr. Wyatt on the

telephone to the police. She returned up the stairs and along the corridor

to see the lobby filling up and hear slogans being still chanted. In other

words Dr. Inch had only just reached the lobby when she entered it.

78. Accordingly we reconstruct the calling of the police in this way.

While Dr. Inch was still blocked in the Committee Room, Dr. Tillett said to

Mr. Davis that the police should be called, and himself went off to the

'phone. ~;he two of them ~~re p:robablY'in the:aar nearth~ doo:t'wayleading into



the Committee Room. Mr. Wyatt overhe;:irdthem, and knowing of the arrangements

previously made by Mr. Lilley (see paragraph 39 above), went off after

Dr. Tillett. He overtook Dr. Tillett somewhere near the porters' desk, and

offered to 'phone himself. Meanwhile Dr. Inch had left the meeting room and

made his way to the lobby as previously described.

79. Mr. Wyatt's message to the police was to the effect that there had

been a demonstration and they were unable to get Dr. Inch out. Mr. Wyatt

waited for about 8 minutes for the first police car to arrive. (This was

the car which came to the valley first and then back up to Wivenhoe Houee -

see paragraph 40 above.) Three officers were in this car; two went with

Mr. Wyatt to the end of the corridor, while the third having spoken to the

porter radioed for extra assistance. The first two arrived at the end of the
.

corridor about the time that the reading of the indictment came to an end.

They were seen by the crowd in the corridor, who sat down. There was then a

delay of a few minutes until more police officers arrived~ during which the

question and answer with Dr. Inch proceeded. Dr. Bowden had joined the police

during this time. Altogether five police cars came, plus a van with dogs.

The Police move in

80. AbQut eight policemen, under the direction of one of their number, and

accompanied by Dr. Bowden and Mr. Wyatt clambered over the demonstrators

sitting in the corridor. Those in the lobby, apart from the two rows facing

Dr. Inch, sat down. as well. Those who remained standing turned about and

linked arms to form a cordon against the police. The police succeeded without

undue difficulty in breaking through the cordon and reaching Dr. Inch.

81. We are satisfied that this entry by the police and the others was

effected with reasonable care and caut~on. Although there were statements. .

made to the contrary, some de~onstratDr~ in oral evidence conceded tb~t this

was the case. No doubt some of those in the corridor were stepped upon more

or less painfully; and it may well be that one or two of the pol~emen were

more clumsy than others. But there was ~bsolutely nothing in the nature of

deliberate or reckless infliction of harm. For instance we do not think

that Dr. Bowden, as alleged by Mr. Taylor (ref~ 47 page 2),deliberately

~ -.

p~anted his heel on Mr. Taylor's ear.

82. It was alleged by Mr. Morris (ref. 59 page 2) that Mr. Ratcliffe

argued with and on two occasions assaulted one of the policemen. Mr. Ratcliffe

admits arguing but firmly denies. the assault. In the absence of evidence from

the police we are unable to come to a firm conclusion on this point; though

from the evidence of Mr. Taylor (ref. 47 page 3) it would appear that Mr. Ratclifie

..



had done, or was thought to have done, something to arouse the attention of

the police. Mr. Ratcliffe was among th$se linking arms as the police came

through, and although he may well have pushed or made some gesture at the

police, we cannot be satisfied that a blow was struck. Not having evidence

from the police, we do ~ot know whether the arrest of Mr. Ratcliffe which

they later attempted (see paragraph 88 below) JltaEkmadebecawie2.°ftc:,somet;hing

Mr. Ratcliffe did in the lobby, or whether (as we were informed by demonstra-

tors) he was chosen at random.

83. After the police had reached Dr. Inch there followed a period of some

minutes before they were able to extricate him. Dr. Tillettfwas able during

this time to squeeze out along the corridor, return up the kitchen stairs and

assist in opening a pa~sage for D~. Inch through the door leading to the main

hall (M.10 on our plan). The scene was one of considerable confusion. The

police surrounding Dr. Inch were themselves surrounded by the crowd of

demonstrators. There were arguments between the police and demonstrators;"

The chanting of policemen's numbers, which had begun sporadically as they
. . -

came through the corridor, intensified. However, no vioJ,ence apart from

pushing and jostling was reported to have taken place at this stage.

84. After this delay the police, aided by members of the C~mistry

Department, made a mo~e to extricate Dr. Inch, and eventually did so through

the door mentioned above. This episode was described to us by one witness

as being the most frightening of all. In a confined space, there were perhaps

a dozen people trYing to push a way for Dr. Inch to get out. The demonstrators,

whom the arriv~l of the police had - rightly or wrongly - provo~d into a still

more obstructive attitude, were trying hard to prevent this happening. In the

circumstances the evidence before us is remarkable for the lack of-allegations

of violence or deliberate fighting. We were satisfied that the activities of

both sides were in general limited to pushing and jostling, although so many

were pressed ~ogether that these activities themselves must have caused some

harm - Dr. Greenslade for example received quite a severe kick. It was at

this time that the second tin of mustard powder was e~ptied (see paragraph 56

above). Also a policeman'scap was knocked off.

85. A considerable ~mber of demonstrators alleged that the actions of

Dr. Bowden at this time were of an unduly violent nature. It was said that

he was furious, was fighting wildly, or hitting out at people. Dr. Bo.en

agreed that he remonstrated verbally with demonstrators who obstructed or

abused him or Dr. Inch, but affirmed that he was in no way violent. We think

L-oo!

that Dr. Bowden was angry at what was happening. We have already noted his

sense of personal responsibility for Dr. Inch's safety (paragraph 59 above).

He had been grabbed by the foot by Mr. Taylor (ref. 47 page 2) when coming

down the corridor. In the circumstances it is not improbable that he pushed

out, in an attempt to clear a path for Dr. Inch, more v~~gQrously thanpothers.



Even so, we think that accounts of Dr. Bpwden fighting or hi tting out are

somewhat exaggerated.

86. Mr.Davis stated that the flex of the telephone standing in the hall.

"n~r the door into the lobby had been rj.pped from its socket. We had no other

evidence on this point, and are unable to say when or by whom this was done.

f)

~t8ide Wivenhoe House

8(1. On emerging from the House Dr. Inch and Dr. Bowden entered one- of the

police cars. They had to wait for a little time before the driver arrived.,

and when the car drove off several demonstrators had gathered near j.:f;.

Mr. Rogers stood in its path but re.movedhimself as it came towam~~him.

and othersithumped the car as it went off and shouted after it.

lIe

8a. The other police officers remained for a while and were engaged in

conversation by various demonstrators, who by then had emerged from the House.

The police dogs were at no stage used, although one was taken out on a lead

and immediately put back again. We dot not think it~eJ,evant to describe the

ge.eral scene in any detail, but will only refer to a few clashes that were

reported to us.

~

89. The first concerned Mr. Ratcliffe, who was standing among a crowd of

demonstrators near the Boiler House when he was grasped by one of the policemen:

The other demonstrators standing by retaliated by pulling Mr. Ratcliffe away,

chanting 'no arrests'. Mr. RateJ,.ifferan down the passage bythshBoiler House,. .

pursued by policemen -and demonstrators. One such demonstrator 'Was Mr. Blair,

who was also caught, hold of by a policeman, B:I1d involved in a brief struggle.

Mr. htcliffe was caught again, and again escaped. He was surrounded by

students, and the police refrained from further attempts to arrest him or

anyone else. It is alleged that the policeman when first arresting Mr. Ratoliffe

said 'This one wi1~do', as if picking on him at random. We consider it more

probable that this attempted arrest was motivated by some-offence which

Mr. Ratcliffe had cOmmitted,'or was believed to have committed,.inside the

lobby (see paragraph 82 above). But in the absence of evidence from. the police

We cannot come to any firm conclusion.

~

90. It was emphatically stated by Mr.' Lilley, and as emphatically denied

by Mr. Barber, that Mr. Harber struck a policeman and knocked off his cap.

Mr. \¥yat'talso state'da policeman was knocked to the ground,-and immediately

afterwards Mr; ~ber was being pursuedby police and demonstrators. From

their oral evidence it was'clear that these incidents involving Mr. Harber

°c.curred - if they oecurred- at the same time as the scuffle involving

Mr. Ratcliffej and we are sure that Mr. \¥yatt mistakenly believed that



( )

Mr. Harber rather than Mr. Ratcliffe was the object of the police chase.

As to Mr. Lilley's allegation, we find by reconstructing the scene that

there was a large group of demonstrators standing around by some policemen;

the scuffles involving Mr. Ratcliffe, police and demonstrators occurred;

the chase of Mr. Ratcliffe followed, Bearing in mind the confusion, and

having heard Mr. Harber and Miss Jonee who was with him, we believe that

Mr. Lilley was also mistaken in his recollection.

91. Finally, we had to consider an allegation of reckless driving made

by several witnesses against Mr. Wiggins to the effect that he narrowly

missed running over lf~. Holden. We questioned Mr. Wiggins, who stated that

he had indeed passed within a foot or two of a group of demonstrators as he

moved away from the car park, and that he had revved his car quite high up

to 15 m.p.h. in first gear; but had not driven in any way dangerously, We
I

think that to pass so close to a cluster of people at this speed was foolish,

and did undoubtedly scare those present. We do not consider that, as stated

by one witness, he 'deliberately swerved' towards the group,

92. The police departed amid some jeering and shouting. The demonstrators

returned to the valley, and the 500 copies of the leaflet (ref. 35) were

circulated around the University,
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